EBA BASKETBALL
PARENT PAGE

a note from EBA to basketball parents
COMMUNICATION
As a general rule, your team coach is your first line of communication. The EBA
prioritizes communication with coaches. However, there are plenty of ways to get
included on all of our updates! Schedules will be posted on our website.
1. Sign up for text updates at etowahbaptist.com/basketball
2. Follow any updates posted on etowahbaptist.com/basketball
3. Like and follow Etowah Baptist Association on facebook

ISSUES AND CONCERNS
Your coach is the first line of defense for handling any issues you may have throughout
the season. Our goal is to promote an environment where participants can have fun and
be exposed to positive influences that continually share Christ and provide a Godly
example. If there is something hindering that, please talk to your coach first. If there is
no way the coach can handle the issue, you may contact us.

WEATHER CANCELLATIONS
As often as possible, we use the Etowah County and Gadsden City School System's
weather decisions as our guide. If school, or school related activities are cancelled, we
will follow their lead. Everyone on our text list will get a text as soon a decision is made.
The EBA facebook page, the EBA basketball facebook group, and the
etowahbaptist.com/basketball website will be updated.

SCHEDULING CONFLICTS
There inevitably will be scheduling conflicts. The coach has an opportunity to turn in a
list of dates their team is unavailable before the roster deadline. This would include
things like major church events, Christmas program practice, etc. We cannot, however,
consider smaller events or team forfeits into our scheduling process. In the event of a
forfeit, the EBA usually cannot reschedule. The make-up days we build in to the schedule
are generally reserved for bad weather days. Weather days will be rescheduled at the
end of the season.
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